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r T-- . n f Where eo we, incl. N^oondeeneeiinun
I

First Person . . ^ .'
''

( Where go we, excl. Ngoondeeneenulla
Plural .ic-jr. 11 7-1 XT JSecond Person .where go ye Ngoondeeneenoo

I

Third Person . . Where go they Ngoondeeneeyoolung

Adverbial meanings are sometimes conveyed by means of verbs,

as beetyballeeman, he (or it) goes out of sight. Conjunctions

and interjections are few and unimportant.

NOTESON PURECIRCULATING DECIMALS.

BY C. A. M. FENNELL, CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND.

{Read October 4, 1901.)

§L The following properties of cyclic periods of decimals are

supplementary to those discussed by Prof. Glaisher in the Proceed-

ings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, October 28, 1878,

Vol. Ill, Part V.

§ 2. The following letters, definitions and theorem are taken

from p. 185 of Prof. Glaisher' 3 paper. The periods that arise

from the series of fractions --, being a vulgar fraction in its

lowest terms, and p having all values less than q (which is prime

to 10), are called the periods of the denominator q, or, more

simply, the periods of q. Theorem: the denominator s^(?),

which includes all the above values of p>> has a certain number

(?i) of periods, each containing the same number (a) of digits, )i

and a being connected by the relation, na = cr(g).

§ 3. (i) The first inquiry relates to the distribution of the several

digits, 0, 9, 3, 6, 1, 8, 2, 7, 4, 5, over the n periods of a digits

which constitute Prof. Glaisher's <f{q). In this particular a

difl^erence emerges between 0, 9, 3, 6, and the rest of the digits,

the observation of which may prove important to the theory of

numbers.

Of course there must always be as niany 9s as Os, 3s as 6s, Is

as 8s, etc., but as verified up to ^ir there are the same number,

say 7n, of each of the .six digits, 1, 8, 2, 7, 4, 5, m being a posi-

tive integer.

E.g., in the single period of ', viz., .142857, each of the six
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occurs once, and the same with the six periods of h, viz., .i, .S,

.4, .0, .7, .8. In the 5 periods of A, viz., .09, .iS, .27, .36,

- 45, every digit occurs once.

(ii) As might be expected, when an or (r(q) is an exact mul-

tiple of 10, each of the 10 digits occurs an equal number of times.

In other words, if an or (f(q) = 10m, then each digit occurs m
times.

(iii) Prof. Glaisher writes: "Among .... results which are

illustrated by Mr. Goodwyn's tables .... of less importance

may be noticed the following : If r^ be a prime ending with one,

viz., = 10m -r 1, then each of the digits 0, 1, 2 .... 9 occurs

VI times in the lO/n digits which form the periods of q." This is a

partial statement included under the statement in my immediately

preceding paragraph and only embracing the cases in Avhich an or

<s(q) =q —l—10m.
It seems a safe inference that my more general statement and

its place in the methodical distribution of digits in the periods of

q, which is based on the forms both of q and of an or c>(q), were

not known when Prof. Glaisher wrote as above, and I have reason

for believing that they have not been discovered since, or at any

rate published since.

(iv) The said methodical distribution of the several digits, so

far as traced at present, comprises at least seventeen distinct

divisions of cases which fall into five groups, A, B, . . . . E.

The results have been verified for all values of q from 3 to 401

inclusive, and for sundry higher values, e.g., 419, 423, 487, 507,

603 and 621.

.
(V)

A 1. If an or (p(q) = 10m, then for all values of q each of

the digits 0, 1, 2, .... 9 occurs ?»i times in the

period or periods of q.

{ 2. If an or 9^(5) —10m + 2 and 5== either 10,5 -i 1 or '10,9

+ 7, then 0, 9 occur m+ 1

I

times each, and the other digits

1
m times each. [But for q =

^ ^ 357 {an = 192), 0, 9, 3, 6

occur 18 times (m —1) each,

I

and the other digits 20 times
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r 3, If an or <p(q) = 10m + 2 and g = 10/5 + 3 or 10/9 + 9,

!
then 3, 6 occur m+ 1 times

I

and the other digits m times

[ each.

r 4. ^i an or c(q) = 10m - 4 and 5 = 10^3 -r 1, then 0, 9, 3,

6 occur VI + 1 times each

and the other digits m times

each.

5. If an or <s(q) = 10m - 4 and 5 = 10;3 A- 3, then 0, 9,

3, 6 occur m-r 1 times each,

and the other six digits m
times each.

6. If, however, ^ is a multiple

of 3, then 3, 6 occur m +2

times each, and the other

digits m times each.

7. If an or c(q) = 10m + 4 and 10/3 + 7 or 10,3 -f 9, then

j

0, 9 occur m times each, 3, 6

I

m —1 times each and the

I other digits m+ 1 times each.

r 8. If an or ^(5) = 10m + 6 and q = 10,3 + 1 or 10^9 -f 3,

[

or 10,3 -f 9, then 0, 9 occur

m -r 1 times each, 3, 6 m + 2

times each and the other

digits m times each.

9. If an or (siq) = 10m ^6 and g = 10,3 -f 7, then 0, 9,

3, 6 occur m times each, and

the other digits m+ 1 times

[

each.

10. But if q =z 10,3 + 7 = 3o^ or

(10» + 3)5, then 3, 6 occur

m—1 times each, and the

otlicr digits m+ 1 times each.

11. If an or c(q) = ](hn 6 and g = 10/3+9 = (10^+3)-,

I

then 0, 9, 3, 6 occur m times

each, aud the other digits

j

m+ 1 times each.
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D ]

r 12. But in other cases either 0, 9

occur m+ 1 times each, 3, 6

m+ 2 times each, and the

other digits m times each;

13. or 0, 9 occur m —1 times

each, and the other digits

m+ 1 times each.

14. If an or e(q) = 10>,i + 8 and q = 10/5 + 1 or 10/S + 3,

then 0, 9, 3, 6 occur m+ 2

times each, and the other

digits m times each.

15. If (ui or (r(q) = 10//( ; 8 and q = 10/5 r 7, then 3, 6

occur 7)1 times each, and the

other digits m+ 1 times each.

16. If an or <s(q) —10?n - 8 and 5 = 10/5 -f 9, then 0, 9

occur m times each, and the

other digits m+ 1 times each.

17. Butif 5 = 10/5+9 = 115+1

(e.f/., 89, 199 or 419), then

3, 6 occur m—4 times, and

the other digits m +2 times

each, or some other excep-

tional distribution is found.

(vi) The total number of values of q up to 401 is 160.

E \

A 1.

B 2.

B 3.

c
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J) 8. Nine cases.

D 9. Twenty-three cases.

D 10. Eight cases, 57, 87, 177, 237, 247, 267, 327, 387.

D 11. Two cases, q = S' and q = lS\

D 12. Three cases, q = 119 and q —259, q = 329.

D 13. One case, q = 399.

Ell. Five cases, q = 273, q = 343, q = 133, q = 203, q = 353.

E 15. One case, q = 27.

E 16. Sixteen cases.

E 17. Two cases, q = 89, q = 199.

There is then a strong prima fade case in favor of a regular classi

fication of the numerical distribution of the digits in various cases

of (f(q), but not a sufficient number of cases at present investi-

gated for a complete and certain induction, which would moreover

demand an explanation of the causes which lead to the observed

results. A complete investigation would probably supply eight or

ten more divisions of cases, as C 4, C 5, C 6, D 13, E 15, E 17

are probably susceptible of subdivision, and under B 2 the case

q = 357 may be the lowest case of a distinct division.

The possibility of occasional exceptions must be frankly ad-

mitted, at any rate for the present.

EXAMPLES.

(vii) Forr^ = 3^ =
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.967741935483876, in which every digit occurs 3 times, each

pair of complements of 9 contributing 3 digits to each period.

§ 4. The phenomena noted and illustrated in the following para-

graphs can be doubtless fully classified and explained by special-

ists in the theory of numbers:

(i) If when q is prime its period is divisible into sections, each

of which contains an equal number of digits— the number being

greater than 1 —the sura of the sections arranged in column

amounts to 10*^ —1 or a multiple of 10'' —1, where cl is the num-

ber of digits in each section, and> the sum of the numerators

corresponding to the periods which begin with the several sections

is q or a multiple of q.

E.g., for the period of 31, a =: 15 and ?i = 2, and written in

column of 5 sections of 3 digits each the period of -st is

.032

258

064

516

129 =r 999;

and in column of 3 sections of 5 digits each is

.03225

80645

16129 = 99999;

while the five enumerators answering to the sections of 3 digits

are 1, 8, 2, 16, 4 = 31, and those answering to the sections of 5

digits are 1, 25, 5 = 31.

For the period of 7, which is .142857 (for which figures see

§ 6), 14 + 28 + 57 = 99; 85 + 71 + 42 = 198; while 142 + 857

= 999. In the latter case the first half and the second half of

the period are complementary. This is an instance of the simplest

and most obvious case of the sura of sections of a period being

= lO'' —1, and this case must occur, w'hether q be prime or not,

whenever a complementary remainder occurs in the division of p
by q. This particular case of complementary halves of a period is

not brought under a general theorem relating to sections of periods

by Prof. Glaisher.

This property of sections of a period containing an equal number

of digits each depends upon the property of the corresponding

numerators, viz., that their sum is equal to ^ or a multiple of q ;

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XL. 167. K. PRINTED FEH. 8, 1903.
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for it is obvious that the sum of the sections is equal to the sum of

the whole periods which begin with the respective sections.

E.g., for the period of \.096
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To generalize, if a period has a number of digits which is a

multiple of the number (/) of digits in the period of a factor

(r) of q, then sections of kf digits when added give —(lOv —1).

For the period of 221 (= 13 X 17), a = 48, n = 4 (i.e., two

pairs of complementary periods). The period of tj is .676923.

Sections of 6 digits. Corresponding remainders or numerators.

.604524... 1st— 1= 0x13 + 1

.886877... 7th —196 = 15 X 13 + 1

.828054... 13th —183 = 14 X 13 +

1

.298642... 19th— 66 = 5 x 13 + 1

.o33936... 25th —118= 9X13 + 1

.651583... 31st— 144 = 11 X 13 +

1

. 710407. .

.

37th —157 = 12 X 13 + 1

.239819... 43d— 53= 4x13 + 1

4.i538'^2 = 54 X .676923 918 = 54x17
+ '

'

4... 54 X .676923

Similarly

—

the 2d, 8th... 44th numerators are of the form ± in 13 + 10

and'Tthe 3d, 9th... 45th " " " " ± ?« 13 + 100

and the 4th, 10th... 46th " " " " ±ml3 + 116

and'so on.'

The halves of the period of ^h = tV (10^* —1), and the quar-

ters = ft (10''— 1), while the thirds =^{}{W —1) and the

numerators corresponding to the thirds =12 X 13. The sixths

= 2(10' —1). The other periods yield analogous results. Note

that w= in the form of the first 6 numerators, and that the

minus sign only occurs for some values of q. Analysis of this kind

can be applied generally.

The following partial exhibition of the relations to each other

and to 7 and 47 of the remainders of the period of j,}^ =r ^^-^ may
perhaps prove suggestive. There is one period of 6 digits to 7

and one period of 46 digits to 47, and two periods of 138 digits

(the halves being complementary; to 329.
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§ 5. No explanation is here proposed of the following curious

property of periods for which q is prime and a^q —1, and is

also divisible by 4; so that its universality is not deduced or

assumed.

Let a section of mdigits of a period be represented by G ( 1 , 2, 3. .

.

m),and G(4. . .wi)repre&ent part of the section from the 4th digit to the

mth or last digit, and G (1.. . [in —6] ) represent part of the section

from the first to the (m —6th) digit, and G (x. . . [m —
?/] ) represent

a middle portion of the section from the a;th digit to the (hi —2/)th

digit. Let A(l...^-^), B (1...^-), C fl...^), D

(1...^^ —), be the four sections of the period of - in order.
4 Q

Arrange A (1...^-— —) followed by C (1...-— r ) over

B (1...^— —), followed by D (1...^-— —), making two ranks of

digits, and add; then the sum E (1...^— - —) will contain in order

^—j^ —of Lhe digits of the period. If, however, q —1 be a multiple

of 10, E (l...--j^ —) [will contain only ^—^ 2 of the said

digits.

EXAMPLES.

For tV 05889411 For sV 03448274137931

23527647 58620689655172

29417058 62068963793103

For ^\ 016393442622950180327868852459

819672131147540983606557377049

836065573770491163934426229508

As this property is not shared by periods of q when n does not

= 1, it cannot be altogether due to the halves of the periods being

complementary. It appears to be due to the arrangement of all the

periods of q under one cycle of digits.
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§ 6. It is noteworthy that the ouly completely cyclic number is

142857.

For 142857 X 2 = 285714

X 3 = 428571

X4 =571428
X5 =7142«5' •

XG = 857142

X 7m = m (10"— 1).

Hence, to multiply 142857 by any number, 7m + n (where

n = 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6), we have only to divide the multi-

plier by 7, thus finding in and n, prefix m to 142857 X n and then

subtract m.

Thus to find (142857)'

7) 14285 7

20408 —1

20408122449 = (142857)'.

Also, 2915446064142857 —2915446064 =
2915443148696793 = (142857)'

Slated Meeting, October 18, 1901.

Vice-President Wistar in the Chair.

Present, 9 members.

Mr. Thomas Willing Balch. a newly elected member, was

presented to the Chair, and took his seat in the Society.

The list of donations to the Library was laid on the table

and thanks were ordered to be returned for them.

With reference to one of the donations, Dr. Hays called

attention to a statement contained in Mr. William Eleroj

Curtis's True Thomas J<^fferson, just published, that this Soci-

ety possessed Jefferson's " original draft " of the Declaration

of Independence, with all the corrections. He thought it

important that this statement should not remain uncorrected,

as it might lead to considerable disappointment. The copy


